00129—DISNEY PUPPET ASSORTMENT: 10" Tall. Four Walt Disney favourites. Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Pinocchio and Pluto, all with realistically decorated soft vinyl faces and bright cotton bodies. Each in a poly bag with header, 36 per carton. Weight—7.5 lbs. 1.26 Cu. Ft.

00139—SUSIE RAG DOLL: 16" Tall. Soft & Cuddly cotton print body with decorated mask face and ribbon neck bow. Packed bulk, 36 per carton, weight 27 lbs. 5.95 Cu. Ft.

00269—SUNSHINE SUSIE RAG DOLL: 22" Tall. Novelty rag doll has decorated face and wool fringe hair. Soft and Cuddly cotton print body has detachable skirt and matching hat and ribbon neck bow. Packed bulk, 12 per carton. Weight 11.5 lbs. 2.64 Cu. Ft.

02839—MONKEY BOY AND GIRL ASSORTMENT: 16" Tall. Comical characters right from the zoo. Soft and cuddly with vinyl faces and button eyes. Bodies are cotton print in assorted patterns with contrasting overalls or pleated skirts. Packed bulk, 24 per carton. Weight 22.5 lbs. 3.91 Cu. Ft.

Sizes, weights and cubic measurements as shown in this catalogue are approximate and are subject to revision.
FAVOURITE STORY BOOK CHARACTERS

They all have heavy yarn hair in bright assorted colours, gay cotton print bodies and fine detail. Every child will love them. Packaged in multi-colour window display box.

03139—GRETEL: 15" Tall, 6 per carton, weight 6.5 lbs. 1.10 Cu. Ft.

03239—HANSEL: 15" Tall, 6 per carton, weight 6.5 lbs. 1.10 Cu. Ft.

03339—LITTLE MISS MUFFET: 16" Tall, 6 per carton, weight 8 lbs. 1.26 Cu. Ft.

03439—MARY MARY: 16" Tall, 6 per carton, weight 8 lbs. 1.26 Cu. Ft.

03539—TOOTSIE: 16" Tall, 6 per carton, weight 8 lbs. 1.26 Cu. Ft.
RELIABLE BLANKET BABIES

All cozy and warm in flannel shirts and serged flannel blankets. All have moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features.

09119—BLANKET BABY: 11" Tall. Rooted hair in soft curl style, ribbon hair bow and training pants. Packed each in a poly bag, 24 per carton, weight 6.5 lbs. 1.80 Cu. Ft.

09129—BLANKET BABY: 14" Tall. Rooted hair in soft curl style, ribbon bow and training pants. Packed each in a poly bag, 24 per carton. Weight 14.0 lbs. 3.60 Cu. Ft.

09249—BLANKET BABY: 18" Tall. Sculptured hair and wears flannel diaper. Packed each in a poly bag, 12 per carton. Weight 15.5 lbs. 3.60 Cu. Ft.

DOLLS TOO — HAVE MANY MOODS

09339—THREE FACED DOLL: 17" Tall. Turn her head and change her mood. Has a smiling face, crying face and then off to sleep. Hair and eyes are attractively decorated. She has a five piece jointed body and wears a printed flannel sleeper and hood with lace trim. Packed each in a poly bag with descriptive header. 12 per carton. Weight 11.5 lbs. 2.04 Cu. Ft.
10339—RELIABLE SUNSUIT DOLL: 17" Tall. Dressed for play in printed cotton play suit with lace trim. She has rooted Nylon hair, bright eyes and five piece jointed body. Packed each in a poly bag, 24 per carton. Weight 21.0 lbs. 3.65 Cu. Ft.

13029—BABY CUDDLES: 14" Tall. Two assorted dress styles. Has bouffant style rooted hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each on a display card in poly bag, 24 per carton. Weight 17.0 lbs. 4.50 Cu. Ft.

11029—RELIABLE BABY ASSORTMENT: 14" Tall. Two assorted cotton print dresses. Has soft curl rooted hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a poly bag, 24 per carton. Weight 14.5 lbs. 2.40 Cu. Ft.

Sizes, weights and cubic measurements as shown in this catalogue are approximate and are subject to revision.
15009—DARLING LORRIE: 11" Tall. Three attractive styles in printed cotton to delight every little girl. They have softly curled rooted hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet feature. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 9.5 lbs. 3.15 Cu. Ft.

15019—LORRIE PLAYMATE: 12" Tall. This delightful toddler has everything at hand for a full play day. She has softly curled rooted hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body. Her accessories include a printed cotton dress, two-piece pyjama outfit, clothes hanger, handbag, brush, comb, sponge and bar of soap. Packed in a shrink display box. 6 per carton. Weight 10.5 lbs. 3.90 Cu. Ft.
16019—RELIABLE BABY: 13" Tall. Two attractive dress styles in printed cotton. They have softly curled rooted hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Pants, socks, shoes and a baby bottle complete their ensemble. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 15 lbs. 7.11 Cu. Ft.

16029—BABY CUDDLES: 14" Tall. Two attractive dress styles with ribbon hair bows. They have softly curled rooted hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features. Complete with bottle, pants, shoes and socks. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 16 lbs. 7.11 Cu. Ft.

16139—BABY CUDDLES: 16" Tall. Attractively dressed in colourful cotton print outfits with matching hair bows. They have rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 23 lbs. 9.5 Cu. Ft.

Sizes, weights and cubic measurements as shown in this catalogue are approximate and are subject to revision.
16239—BABY LOVUMS: 17” Tall. Dressed for a party in her lace trimmed outfit with matching hair bow. Has softly curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box, 12 per carton. Weight 23 lbs. 9.5 Cu. Ft.

17339—BABY LOVUMS: 17” Tall. A cute cotton dress and hat ensemble in assorted colour combinations. She has softly curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box, 12 per carton. Weight 23 lbs. 9.5 Cu. Ft.

18349—BABY FONDA: 19” Tall. Two assorted dress styles. One is in solid colour, the other in cotton print with knitted booties to complete their outfit. They have softly curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box, 6 per carton, weight 15.5 lbs. 6.70 Cu. Ft.
19339—BABY LOUVUMS: 17" Tall. Dressed in an attractive dress and hat style of soft blend cotton with lace trim. Has soft curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 27.5 lbs. 10.20 Cu. Ft.

19229—BABY CUDDLES: 14" Tall. Two assorted dress and hat styles; one in soft blend cotton and one in flocked nylon, both lavishly laced trimmed. They have softly curled nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 21 lbs. 8.20 Cu. Ft.

19449—BABY FONDA: 19" Tall. Two assorted dress and hat styles in soft blend material with attractive lace trim. They have soft curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box, 6 per carton. Weight 15.5 lbs. 6.70 Cu. Ft.
21349—BABY FONDA: 19" Tall — and a real doll! Dressed in pastel dimity dress with brushed lace jacket, matching bonnet and booties. Has softly curled rooted nylon hair moving eyes, and five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box. 6 per carton. Weight 15.5 lbs. 6.70 Cu. Ft.

21439—BABY LOVUMS: 17" Tall. Two assorted styles; both in brushed lace. One style has full brushed lace dress and bonnet with pastel lining; the other has a pastel dimity dress with brushed lace jacket and bonnet. Both styles have rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed bodies with drink and wet features. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 28.0 lbs. 10.20 Cu. Ft.

21329—BABY CUDDLES: 14" Tall. All dolled up in her dimity dress with brushed lace jacket and matching bonnet. Has softly curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Knitted booties complete her outfit. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 21.5 lbs. 8.20 Cu. Ft.
Sizes, weights and cubic measurements as shown in this catalogue are approximate and are subject to revision.

23329 BABY CUDDLES: 14" Tall. Dressed in cotton jersey shirt and pants and tucked in brushed lace bunting. She has softly curled nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a cradle style shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 21 lbs. 9.17 Cu. Ft.

23339 BABY LOVUMS: 17" Tall. Description as 23329. Packed each in a cradle style shrink display box. 6 per carton. Weight 13.5 lbs. 6.70 Cu. Ft.

23429 BABY CUDDLES: 14" Tall. Brushed lace bunting with foldover front keeps Baby Cuddles snug and warm. She wears a knitted jersey shirt and pants. She has softly curled nylon hair with ribbon bow, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a cradle style shrink display box. 12 per carton. Weight 21 lbs. 9.17 Cu. Ft.

23539 BABY LOVUMS: 17" Tall. Brushed lace bunting with foldover front and bonnet to match. She wears a knitted jersey shirt and pants, has softly curled rooted nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a cradle style shrink display box. 6 per carton. Weight 13.5 lbs. 6.70 Cu. Ft.
24349—BABY FONDA: 19" Tall. Dressed in a front buttoned hooded jacket and leggings of cozy blanket cloth. She has rooted nylon shag hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a window box. Weight—13.5 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.

24449—BABY FONDA: 19" Tall. She has a blanket cloth bunting and hat trimmed with beaded satin ribbon and wears a flannel nightie and diaper. She has rooted nylon shag hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a window box. Weight 14.0 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.

24549—BABY FONDA: 19" Tall. Dressed in blanket cloth hat, jacket and leggings and wears a fleecy white scarf. She has sculptured hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body with drink and wet features. Packed each in a window box. Weight 13.5 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.

25339—BABY LOVUMS: 17" Tall. Wearing a blanket cloth hat, jacket and leggings in soft pastel colours. She has soft nylon curls, moving eyes, five piece jointed body. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton, Weight 28.5 lbs. 10.20 Cu. Ft.

25439—BABY LOVUMS: 17" Tall. Dressed in blanket cloth coat and hat with pom-pom trim and underneath a cotton batiste dress. She has softly curled nylon hair, moving eyes, five piece jointed body. Packed each in a shrink display box. 12 per carton. 28.5 lbs. 10.20 Cu. Ft.

27229—LORRIE DARLING: 13½" Tall. Dressed in baby print pyjamas. Has rooted nylon hair with ribbon bow, moving eyes. Packed each in a poly bag. 24 per carton. Weight 17.5 lbs. 2.04 Cu. Ft.
27749—BABY BRENDA: Approximately 18". Long Christening dress with bonnet in snow-white filmy organza with many lace ruffles, in typical Christening fashion. Under-skirt of white batiste. Wears white flannel diaper and ribbon tied knitted booties. Moving eyes and sculptured hair for added attraction. Packed each in Cradle Shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 16 lbs. 6.70 Cu. Ft.

27549—BABY BRENDA: Approximately 18". Wears a flannel nighty and her bunting bag and hat are of thick, warm, esmond cloth, well-trimmed with beaded satin contrasting ribbons. Moving eyes and sculptured hair. Packed each in window display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 15 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.

27649—BABY BRENDA: Approximately 18". Wearing esmond hooded jacket and leggings. Pompoms and animal appliques are used to great advantage. Has beaded satin ribbon neck tie, moving eyes and sculptured hair. Packed each in Window Display Box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 13.5 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.

27349—BABY PRECIOUS: Approximately 19" Tall. This dainty baby's cotton body is in a brighter shade to make an attractive background for her delicate snowy brushed lace coat which is worn with matching ribbon tied booties and bonnet. Has embroidered applique trim, and edged in fine quality lace. Moving eyes, piquant mouth and puffy nylon curls complete this picture. Packed each in window display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 12.5 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.

27849—SLEEPYHEAD: Approx. 18". Wouldn't you know, sleepy head just won't open her eyes. With long sweeping decorated lashes, she looks blissfully unaware of any one or anything. Wears print blouse with batiste leggings and ribbon hair bow. Her hair is a nylon shag, but lo and behold new curls are growing in at the nape of her neck. Packed each in a window display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 13 lbs. 3.18 Cu. Ft.
Last year we introduced this lifelike pair in the larger size and we are proud to do a repeat performance, plus a smaller size. These babies have five piece jointed bodies of all soft vinyl, moving eyes and their nylon hair is very naturally styled. Boys have a little-boy shag with a side part and the girls wear an adorable shag with new baby curls growing in at the nape and sides. All wear lace trimmed batiste blouses, animal appliqued, with the larger pair in a sheer dome-fastened diaper, the smaller pair with snowy flannel diaper. Their colour theme is carried throughout to packaging. Boys in blue and girls in pink. Big news in the smaller size is their colour-matched toter, complete with adjustable vinyl harness, multiple position stand and simulated mattress.

28359—LITTLE BROTHER 21”—Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 25.5 lbs. 5.82 Cu. Ft.

28539—“IT'S A BOY N' TOTER”': Approximately 16”. Packed each in a poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 24.5 lbs. 4.55 Cu. Ft.
28639—“IT'S A GIRL N' TOTER”: Approximately 16”. Packed each in a poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 24.5 lbs. 4.55 Cu. Ft.

28459—LITTLE SISTER 21”. Packed each in a box. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 25.3 lbs. 5.82 Cu. Ft.
29539—GINNY LOU 17". White brushed lace jacket, bonnet and ribbon-tied booties. Pastel dimity dress, and rayon pant. Drinks and wets and has nursing bottle. Packed each in deep dimension shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 28 lbs. 10.20 Cu. Ft.

29429—GINNY LOU 14". White brushed lace dress and hat, fully lined in colour contrast. Rayon pant, ribbon tied knitted booties. Drinks and wets with nursing bottle. Packed each in deep dimension shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 20.5 lbs. 8.20 Cu. Ft.

29529—GINNY LOU 14". White brushed lace jacket and bonnet with pastel dimity dress, rayon pant, ribbon tied knitted booties. Drinks and wets, with nursing bottle. Packed each in deep dimension shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 21 lbs. 8.20 Cu. Ft.

2939—BABE N' TOTER: Approximately 17". Lovable drink and wet baby, dressed in two-piece batiste sleeper with hair bow and nursing bottle. Her well-known Toter of durable plastic features multiple position stand, adjustable vinyl harness, simulated mattress and four colourful spin balls. She eagerly awaits a trip in the family car. Packed each in poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 21 lbs. 4.55 Cu. Ft.
30019—BABY IN SHOOFLY: Doll approximately 11". Dressed in two-piece printed flannel sleeper with night cap. Shoofly can rock and is colourfully decorated. Packed each in poly bag 24 per carton. Approx. weight 21.0 lbs. 5.80 Cu. Ft.

34019—BABY IN HIGH CHAIR: Doll approximately 11". Dressed in lace ruffled cotton dress with pant, shoes, socks and hair bow. High chair is full 11" in height and has detachable feeding tray for easy cleaning. A happy bunny is moulded into the seat back and a nursery decal decorates the feeding tray. Packed on simulated tile platform and in poly bag. 12 per carton. Approx. weight 12.5 lbs. 4.42 Cu. Ft.

32029—BABY CUDDLES IN GARDEN SWING: Doll Approximately 14". Appropriately dressed in gay printed cotton dress with pant, shoes, socks and hair bow. Swing can be detached from the frame which is a full 25" in height with striped canopy. Made for real fun in the sun. Packed each in floral decorated shrink display stand. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 23 lbs. 15.73 Cu. Ft.
35019—BLANKET BABY N’ CRADLE: Approximately 11”. Cosy and warm in flannel shirt and serged flannel blanket with ribbon bow around the waist and one to match in her hair. She also wears training pants and her cradle is 1 2/3” in length. Packed each in a poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 13 lbs. 6.10 Cu. Ft.

36629—CUDDLES AND HER CONVERTIBLE ROCKER: This diversified 15” rocker converts into five toys—snow sled, rocker, feeding table, stroller and four wheel pull cart. Moulded in polystyrene with removable wheels and snap-on handle. Cuddles baby approx. 14”, wears a warm two-piece suit of printed and plain flannel. Bright and gay with ribbon bows on ankles and flower applique in her shining nylon curls. Each in attractive counter display, shrink wrapped, 4 per carton. Approx. weight 13.0 lbs. 9.75 cu. ft.

35029—CUDDLES BLANKET BABY N’ CRADLE: Approximately 14”. Same style clothing as 35019 in larger cradle. Her cradle is 15 1/2” in length with simulated deep mattress for added protection. Packaged in extra heavy gauge shrink film. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 11 lbs. 5.17 Cu. Ft.

35429—CUDDLES N’ CRADLE AND SLEEPING BAG: Approximately 14” Wears flannel shirt and diaper. Attractive sleeping bag of nursery cotton print. This is the 15 1/2” cradle with simulated mattress. Cuddles is complete with a ribbon bow in her nylon curls. Packed in heavy gauge shrink film. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 12.0 lbs. 5.17 Cu. Ft.
Sizes, weights and cubic measurements as shown in this catalogue are approximate and are subject to revision.

37029—CUDDLES-N-TOTER: 14" tall. Cosy and warm in flannel shirt and training pants and wrapped in a serged flannel blanket with ribbon tie. Has a five piece jointed body, moving eyes and softly curled hair with ribbon bow. Realistic toter is moulded in durable plastic. Packed each in a poly bag, 24 per carton. Approximate weight 27 lbs. 4.39 Cu. Ft.

37239—LOVUMS & TOTER: 17" tall. Dressed in a dainty batiste dress and hat with lace applique trim. Has a five piece jointed body, moving eyes and shining nylon curls. Toter is moulded of durable plastic and has a simulated mattress. Packed each in a poly bag, 12 per carton. Approximate weight 21 lbs. 4.55 Cu. Ft.


37019—DOLL-N-TOTER: 12" tall. Dressed in bright printed flannelette two-piece sleeper. Has a five piece jointed body, moving eyes and softly curled hair with ribbon bow. Toter is moulded of durable plastic. Packed each in a poly bag, 24 per carton. Approximate weight 23 lbs. 4.39 Cu. Ft.
37939—LOVUMS & TOTER DISPLAY: 17" tall. Wears same attractive outfit as 37739 and has a complete wardrobe consisting of lace trimmed party dress, coat and hat, rayon panties, shoes and socks. Her realistic toter is complete with coloured spin-balls. Attractively displayed in shrink wrapped counter display. 4 per carton. Approximate weight 12.5 lbs. 7.67 Cu. Ft.

37739—LOVUMS-N-TOTER: A real cutie dressed in a two-piece sleeper of fine batiste cotton. Has five piece jointed body, moving eyes and nylon bouffant curls. Realistic plastic toter is complete with simulated mattress and four colourful spin-balls. Packed each in a poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 21.5 lbs. 4.55 Cu. Ft.

37839—LOVUMS & TOTER: 17" tall. Snug-as-a-bug in her blanket cloth jacket, hat and leggings. Has a five piece jointed body, moving eyes and soft nylon curled hair. Realistic plastic toter of durable plastic. Packed each in a poly bag. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 22 lbs. 4.55 Cu. Ft.
THEN THERE ARE CRIBS — AND TOTERS N' CRIBS

Never a dull moment for the busy little lady who will receive any one of this exceptional grouping. All are drink and wet babies with their own nursing bottle. Five-piece jointed bodies, moving eyes and rooted curly hair. The same 19" crib of moulded styrene is used throughout this range and comes with vinyl air-filled mattress and pillow. This charming addition to any nursery has some other additions separately listed.

38029—CUDDELS N' TOTER N' CRIB: Approximately 14". Same baby as 38029 Blanket Baby N' Crib, to which we have added our 13" Toter complete with simulated nursery mattress, adjustable harness and multiple position stand. Each in shrink display. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 26.0 lbs. 10.50 Cu. Ft.

38939—LOUVMS N' CRIB WITH CANOPY: Approximately 17". Sleeps like a Royal Princess in this elegant setting. Lace trimmed canopy and shirred crib skirt are made of flocked Dacron Marquisette and are completely removable for fine laundering. Lovums is dressed in flannel nightie and diaper and her brushed lace crib cover is tied to crib with ribbon bows. Soft nylon curls. Packed 1 per carton. Approx. weight 6.0 lbs. 3.70 Cu. Ft.

38029—CUDDELS N' CRIB: Approximately 14". Warmly wrapped in serged flannel blanket and wearing flannel shirt with pants. Wears large ribbon bow tied around waist and one to match in her hair. Each in shrink display. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 23 lbs. 10.50 Cu. Ft.

38539—LOUVMS N' CRIB: Approximately 17". Wears cotton jersey shirt and training pants with large ribbon bow in her bouffant nylon curls. Her bright printed flannel crib cover is trimmed with wide ruffled lace and attractively tied to crib with ribbon bows. Each in shrink display. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 24.5 lbs. 10.50 Cu. Ft.
ROSALYN
A NEW CHARACTER IN GROWING-UP FASHIONS

Graceful and poised this group seeks to win hearts everywhere. Approximately 18", these toddlers have five piece slender jointed bodies, moving eyes and all come with lustrous nylon washable hair in various styles. Their costumes are beautifully designed down to the smallest detail and depict the choice of bright young things of today. Top quality materials and the latest in fashion notions make this doll a must in any collection. All Rosalyn Toddlers wear rayon pants, knitted socks and vinyl shoes with the exception of special styles separately listed.

40249—ROSALYN ASSORTMENT: Approximately 18". New shades and very differently styled cotton dresses make this a most attractive trio. Hair in bouffant mini-cut and large ribbon hair bow. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approx. weight 17.0 lbs. 6.72 Cu. Ft.

40349—ROSALYN ASSORTMENT: Approximately 18". Deep colours and contrasting materials skillfully blended make this dress assortment a pert pair. Wears matching hair bow in her bouffant mini-cut hair. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 10.0 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

41349—ROSALYN ASSORTMENT: Approximately 18". Two attractive printed poplin dress styles; one in multi-stripe with velon collar and cuffs, the other in vivid swirl print, has graceful neck scarf held in place with a scarf ring. Nylon curls, long and casual are complimented with a large ribbon bow. Each in a shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.0 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.
41649—ROSALYN: Approximately 18". Every inch a lady on the go! Charming cloche hat and free swinging dress are in black and white houndstooth print. Trimmings are in deep garnet red leatherette and include a purse and knee-high boots. This colour is carried through to the large red buttons on front. Wears rayon pant and has long nylon hair in casual curl. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

41749—ROSALYN: Approximately 18". Two tailored coats with cloche hats, belted and buttoned, one in houndstooth print, trimmed with leatherette, the other a striped poplin trimmed with velvon. She also has long nylon casual curls. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

41249—ROSALYN ASSORTMENT: Approximately 18". Three lovely dresses with hats in new, new colours. Varied materials and all trimmed with buttons. Bouffant mini-cut. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 10.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.
41849 - GISELLE TODDLER: Approximately 18" tall. Features long nylon hair you can style. Soft nylon curls frame her face and a full 9" postiche is swept from the back to form a graceful side ringlet; can be styled in many different ways to give full play value. Dress is attractively styled with ruffled lace, stretch leotards, vinyl shoes and a large ribbon bow on her ringlet. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

41949 - GISELLE TODDLER: Approximately 18". The same doll with long nylon postiche as 41849, ready for any great occasion in lovely colored brushed lace dress. She also wears ribbon bow on her ringlet, stretch leotards and vinyl shoes. A note of interest; she also wears long contrasting coloured beads. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

41959 - ROSALYN BRIDE: Approximately 18". Traditional Bride in full length flowing gown of filmy organza, edged with fine quality scalloped lace. Her finger length double veil of fine tulle falls gracefully from a beaded coronet atop her long nylon curls. Pants, shoes, socks and flower bouquet complete her ensemble. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

42349 - ROSALYN ASSORTMENT: Approximately 18". Two leatherette dress styles in fine detail with contrasting cotton sleeves and collar. Warm colours with ribbon hair bow in long nylon hair. Each in wide view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 12.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.

42449 - ROSALYN ASSORTMENT: Approximately 18". Two charming velvon dress styles; one with a sheer bodice and the other with ruffled lace bodice and sleeves, both in deep shades with white. Wears matching hair bow on her long casual nylon curls. Each in wide view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 12.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.
Jacqueline—Approximately 19" tall. Has five-piece jointed body, moving eyes and shining nylon hair. A madamoiselle with a flair, a flair for the right style.

**43249**—ASSORTMENT: Three dress styles, one pin-striped, one jumper and one in tailored poplin with coloured socks to match the velvon trims. Long nylon curls with ribbon hair bow. Each in shank display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

**43349**—Herringbone print dress and hat trimmed with velvon. Dress has front pleat with three bright buttons. Long nylon curls in casual style. Each in wide-view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 13.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.

**43449**—ASSORTMENT: Two leatherette styles, one a belted trench coat with matching jockey cap, the other a loose coat in striped leatherette with matching cloche hat. Both wearing leatherette boots and rayon pants. They also have long casual nylon curls. Each in wide-view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 13.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.

**43549**—ASSORTMENT: Two colourful ski sets in soft jersey with leatherette. The lass with the mini-cut hair wears a head-hugger hat and the one with long hair wears a full length tasseled cap. Both wear leatherette boots and jersey leggings. Each in wide-view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approx. weight 13.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.
WE'RE INTRODUCING "NICOLE"

ANOTHER FASHION SEEKER, NICOLE comes with the same slender five-piece jointed body as her sister Jacqueline but has a new character smiling face which has large expressive moving eyes. Nicole also wears pants, shoes and socks with the exception of special boot styles. Her casual hair style in long shimmering nylon curls.

44349—ASSORTMENT: Approximately 19". Two leatherette dress styles each with front belting. The collars and long sleeves in contrasting cotton prints. Each in wide-view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approximately 12.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.

44449—ASSORTMENT: Approximately 19". Two colourful print dresses with hats. Both with velvon trimmings and front buttons. Each in wide-view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 12.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.

44549—Approximately 19". A snow-white fully taffeta lined brushed face dress in the latest style. Wearing bright coloured beads. Large beaded edged satin ribbon hairbow. Each in wide-view display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 12.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.

44649—ASSORTMENT: Approximately 19". Two lovely styles all in leatherette. One a tailored coat with matching hat, the other a dress, cape and Jockey styled cap. Both wear rayon pants and matching leatherette high boots. Each in wide-view shrink display stand with post. 6 per carton. Approx. 13.5 lbs. 5.75 Cu. Ft.
IT'S A MOD MOD WORLD

Approximately 18". Carefree teen styling with the latest in high fashion. These young things all have the same five piece jointed, slender body and for added interest we are introducing two head characters, both with moving eyes and a strong accent on the eye makeup. Extra long, very straight hair style.

45749—NICOLE MOD: Approximately 18". A real sophisticate in her new Bell-Legged pant suit with nylon batiste bodice. The vest and trousers of deep rich velveteen. Soutache braid and wide lace ruffles make this a striking costume. Wears shoes and socks. Each in a shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximately 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

45849—NICOLE MOD: Approximately 18". Very casual in her printed herringbone Bell-Bottomed trousers, belted white leatherette coat, red jersey scarf and leatherette yachting cap. Vinyl shoes complete her costume. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 12.0 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

45549—RUTHIE A-GO-GO: Assortment. Approximately 18". Outstanding styles on this pair, one a pleated dress in vivid jersey with patent leather trims and go go boots. The other dress and boots of silver lamé. Both wear stretch net leotards and long beads. Each in a shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

45449—RUTHIE A-GO-GO: Assortment. Approximately 18". Two free-swinging poplin dresses. One in plain, the other printed and both trimmed in shiny patent leather. Stretch net leotards and go go boots on both. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. 3.94 Cu. Ft. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs.
PATTY SUE — A PETITE MISS

A charming new character approximately 14", with five-piece jointed body and moving eyes. As to styling, she keeps pace with her larger sister. All Patty Sue toddlers wear pants, shoes and socks with the exceptions separately listed. Various hair-styles in lustrous washable nylon. All come in shrink display box.

46329—PATTY SUE: Approximately 14". Three attractive dress styles with combined materials in rich colours; all attractively button trimmed. Long curly hair has hair bow. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 17.5 lbs. 6.80 Cu. Ft.

46429—PATTY SUE ASSORTMENT: Approximately 14". Two letherette dress styles. One blended with lace ruffled nylon Batiste, the other with bright cotton print. Long curly hair with ribbon hair bow. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 18.0 lbs. 6.80 Cu. Ft.

46529—PATTY SUE: Approximately 14". Ready for all weather with her belted trench coat, cap and high boots all in letherette. Wears rayon pants and hair in bouffant mini-cut. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 18.5 lbs. 6.80 Cu. Ft.

46829—PATTY SUE: Approximately 14". Shiny metallic buttons enhance these two tailored letherette coat and hat styles. Both with long swinging curls. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 19.5 lbs. 6.80 Cu. Ft.
TODDLES
Approximately 17" in size. A most appealing toddler with her beautiful new character face and five piece jointed body. Toddles has moving eyes and her hair in lovely nylon bouffant curls. Attractively displayed in new shrink display stand.

48339—TODDLES: Approximately 17".
Two beautiful dress styles. One a tailored pin stripe; the other a rich velvyn with dropped waist and ruffled skirt. Both with fine lace ruffling. Complete with pants, shoes and knitted socks. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 24 lbs. 7.20 Cu. Ft.

48439—TODDLES: Approximately 17".
Wears skillfully designed herringbone printed coat with attached hood and zippered front closing. Two red leatherette bodice belts are fastened with gold coloured buckles and to match the belts she wears high leatherette boots. Complete with rayon pant. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 24 lbs. 7.20 Cu. Ft.

LOUISA — A PRETTY PRE-TEEN
A dainty, slender young Miss. Approximately 16" in height. Louisa has five piece jointed body, delicately sculptured face and moving eyes. Her hair looks very trim with bouffant curls. All styles with rayon pants, vinyl shoes and knitted socks. Comes in attractive new shrink display stand.

50039—LOUISA: Approximately 16".
Two brightly printed cotton dresses with colour contrasting trims. Bouffant curly hair and matching hair bow. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 20.5 lbs. 7.20 Cu. Ft.

50339—LOUISA: Approximately 16".
Two pert dress styles each with matching Jockey style hat. One in leatherette with printed jersey; the other in a rich cotton plaids. Bouffant nylon hair in mini-cut. Packed 12 per carton. Approximate weight 21 lbs. 7.20 Cu. Ft.

50939—LOUISA BRIDE: Approximately 16".
A full length gown of allover lace and full taffeta underskirting is worn on this traditional bride. Shoulder length veil of fine tulle is held in place with a pearl bara. Louisa carries a ribbon tied flower bouquet in her hand. Her nylon hair in stylish minicat and very bouffant. Packed 12 per carton. weight 23 lbs. 7.20 Cu. Ft.
PRE TEEN WALKERS — WALKING DOLLS

Approximately 18" in height have slender five-piece jointed bodies which can be taken by the hand and walked. These walkers come in two characters, equally lovely with delicately sculptured faces and moving eyes. Their shining nylon hair worn in different styles and all wearing rayon pant, vinyl shoes and knitted socks.

75149—RUTHIE WALKER: Approximately 18". A well styled cotton dress with a buckle on her low front belt. Comes in assorted colours. A matching bow in her bouffant mini-cut hair. Each in shrink display box. 12 per carton. Approximate weight 17.5 lbs. 6.72 Cu. Ft.

75479—COLLEEN WALKER ASSORTMENT: Approximately 24". Two styles. One a printed woven dress with beanie hat; the other a tailored leatherette dress and sailor hat. Both have long casual nylon curls. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 15.0 lbs. 8.42 Cu. Ft.

75249—ROSALYN WALKER: Approximately 18". Two differently styled dresses in deep rich velvon. One with lace ruffled bodice; the other with long puffed sleeves of flocked tulle. Nylon hair in long swinging curls with hair bow. Each in shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.0 lbs. 3.94 Cu. Ft.

75379—COLLEEN WALKER: Approximately 24". Bold printed floral dress with rich velvon over-bodice. Metallic chain for front decoration sets this dress apart. Wears large ribbon hair bow on her bouffant mini-cut. Each packed in poly bag. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 11.5 lbs. 4.47 Cu. Ft.

75579—COLLEEN WALKER: 24" tall. Dressed in an attractive outfit with printed cotton bodice and contrasting pleated skirt. Has five piece jointed walking body, moving eyes and nylon mini-cut hair style. Packed each in a shrink display box. 6 per carton. Approximate weight 15.5 lbs. 8.42 Cu. Ft.
MARY ANNE WALKERS

Approximately 30". Mary Anne is tall and slender with true to life features and makes a great walking companion for any little girl. Has five-piece jointed body, moving eyes and hair in lustrous nylon with different styles. The latest styles are all worn with rayon pants, knitted socks and vinyl shoes.

Sizes, weights and cubic measurements as shown in this catalogue are approximate and are subject to revision.

75689 — MARY ANNE WALKER: Approximately 30". Her dress of heavy cotton in strong floral print, trimmed with shiny metallic buttons, large ribbon bow in her bouffant mini-cut hair. Packed each in a poly bag. 6 per Carton. Approximate weight 15.5 lbs. 7.0 Cu. Ft.

75789 — MARY ANNE WALKER: Approximately 30". This lovely dress has nipped in waist, full shirred skirt and wide lace ruffles on sleeves and dress yoke. Colouring is beautifully blended in large sunflower print. Large ribbon bow in her bouffant mini-cut hair. Packed each in a box. Approximate weight 4.5 lbs. 1.19 Cu. Ft.


TIKE-ON-A-TRIKE T.M.

31329 — TIKE-ON-A-TRIKE: NEW — and lots of action too! Pull her along and watch her pedal her colourful trike. She has bright eyes, softly curled nylon hair and a soft kapok filled body. She is dressed in a colourful cotton play suit and has vinyl boots. Trike is approximately 11" x 10" x 8". Packed each in a box with full colour lithographed label, 6 per carton. Weight 18 lbs. 7.80 Cu. Ft.